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MAKE YOUR COMEBACK    

Reinvent yourself & make 2024 
your comeback year.



HOW TO USE THIS
WORKBOOK

I´d recommend to start by listening to my podcast episode number 129.

Then, taking a journal and pen to your sacred space, start working through the sections one
by one. 

It´s important that you don´t rush through your answers. 

Try and quiet your mind and allow yourself to be guided by your own inner wisdom. 

Allow the space for you to truly connect with who you are becoming as you step into your
comeback era.



YOUR SACRED SPACE
To help you get the most out of this experience, it's useful to find a
sacred space - a private area that feels good for you and that you can
turn into your own quiet sanctuary.

Things to consider for your sacred space include:
Crystals
Scent (essential oils, incense)
Fresh flowers
Candles
Somewhere comfy to sit
Beautiful artwork

NOTES:

What do I need  for my space to feel high vibe?
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As you approach a fresh start, it´s easy to give up on the chapter you are still in. 

Don´t tap out of this year until the final whistle blows. 

Even if the rest of the year has not unfolded as you´d have hoped, there is still time left to create magic.

Rather than give up at these final moments, imagine this final month as a powerful launchpad to propel you
into extraordinary growth in the next 12 months. 

This section is designed to help you make the most of what is left of this year and turn it into something
memorable and significant. 

Imagine if all of the momentum of this year was to be found in the final month? 

What if the best is just about to come? 

GOING ALL IN ON THE END OF THIS
CHAPTER 

P A R T



QUESTIONS TO JOURNAL ON
If I were to go all in on making this final month the best month of this year, what

would that look like? 

What habits/rituals could I create now to set myself up for the best year next year? 

What am I willing to let go of now that isn´t serving me? 

If I believe the best part of this year will be this final month, what do I expect to

manifest? 

Take some time now to visualize your most successful end to this year. 

Think about:

How you show up for this final chapter

What action you take

What you let go of

What successes you manifest

How you celebrate the end of this year. 
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Even if the past year hasn´t gone as planned, we don´t need to disregard it entirely. 

There will be lessons and opportunities for growth buried within the past year that we can utilize to our
advantage. 

Rather than focusing on what you lacked over the past 12 months, think about what you have gained.

Remember: you cannot create more from a place of not enough.

If you look close enough, there will be things to be grateful for within the year just gone, even if it doesn´t feel
like it. 

CAPITALISING ON THE YEAR JUST
GONE

P A R T



QUESTIONS TO JOURNAL ON

What hasn´t worked out for me this year?

What can I learn from this experience?

How has this experience strengthened me?

How can this experience support me in my comeback era?

Where am I not giving myself enough credit for this year?

If I could show myself more love and compassion for the year just gone, what would

I tell myself?

What are the things I´m grateful for this year? 

What can I celebrate from this year?  

What are some of the key things (lessons, things I´ve created, experiences I´ve had,

relationships I´ve fostered) that are going to help propel me into extraordinary

growth in the next year? 
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For this section, it´s time to define your reinvented identity.

This isn´t about becoming someone you are not but becoming more of who you are already meant to be. 

It´s never too late to become the person you were born to be. 

It´s also your perogative to change - even if others don´t support this change. 

Change will always leave behind those who are committed to staying the same. 

Your mantra should be: I don´t need your approval or validation to be who I really am. 

And remember: The Universe is always trying to steer you into your authentic self. If you are feeling pulled to
change, uplevel or show up in a completely different way, trust that this is because this is who you are

authentically meant to be. 

Don´t allow imposter syndrome convince you that you´re trying to be someone you´re not. 

It isn´t faking it until you make it. It´s about peeling off the masks you´ve perhaps been wearing for a very long
time and finally allowing the fullest version of you to be seen. 

REINVENT YOURSELF

P A R T



QUESTIONS TO JOURNAL ON
If I was able to completely reinvent myself right now without any judgment from others, who

would I choose to be? 

What do I want to become more of?

What do I want to become less of? 

What do I want others to say about me? 

What do I want my biggest strength to be? 

How do I want to feel about myself? 

How does the reinvented version of me show up for others?

How does the reinvented version of me communicate?

How does the reinvented version of me honor her boundaries?

How does the reinvented version of me ask for what she wants? 

How decisive is the reinvented version of me?

How does the reinvented version of me command what she deserves financially?
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Your comeback year is a gradual evolution. The reinvented version of you doesn´t need to exist in January. It is

a version of you that you can grow into over the next 12 months. 

Equally, the things you desire to manifest don´t all have to happen in month one. 

It may be that there is very little that happens in month one in terms of your manifestations.

Think of your year as a snowball effect where the better it gets, the better it gets. 

Momentum. may feel slow and steady to begin with, but by the end of next year, everything could have
escalated to become something bigger and better than you could have ever predicted. 

Don´t give up if everything doesn´t come all at once right at the beginning. 

Make your mantra: I´m on the right path and the best is still to come. As each month goes by, the better it gets. 

 

MAKING YOUR COMEBACK.

P A R T



QUESTIONS TO JOURNAL ON
Fast forward to the end of next year. 

Imagine it´s New Year's Eve and you are celebrating your comeback year being the best year

ever. 

What has happened over the course of the year?

Who are you now? 

What have you manifested?

What are you planning for the next 12 months? 

Imagine your comeback being a gradual evolution over the course of the 12 months. 

How can you allow yourself to be the beginner in those first few months? 

How can you respond to mistakes/setbacks with compassion?

How can you get yourself back on track when things don´t go your way? 

Are you able to trust that the best is still to come and whilst it may feel that nothing is changing, all

of a sudden, success can come in the blink of an eye? 

What is a mantra you could create to help cement this attitude?
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Decide that your comeback era starts now.

What is one thing you could do TODAY to cement the start of your comeback era? 

What is one thing you could do before the end of this year to cement the start of your comeback era? 

WHAT`S NEXT

P A R T

Schedule a complimentary call with one of our team to
see how we can help you. 

https://www.wearetheclique.com/masterclass-
application/

 

READY TO BE EXPERTLY GUIDED AND
COACHED INTO YOUR COMEBACK ERA? 

https://www.wearetheclique.com/masterclass-application/
https://www.wearetheclique.com/masterclass-application/

